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Almay smart shade



Displays: 100 200 All $25 or less, ALMAY, ANDREA, APPLE, Base, Brushes, COVERGIRL, DEBORAH MILANO, Makeup Removers, ECOTOOLS, ELIZABETH ARDEN, ESSENCE, EYLURE, FLORMAR, L.A. COLORS, LA GIRL, MAX FACTOR, MILANI, Eyes, Shadow Palettes, PALLADIO,
PROMOTIONS, REAL TECHNIQUES, REVLON, Face, SALE, SAMY, W7, NAT &amp; WILDDuralina - INGLOT $25.00+ VAT Add to Hello hermos@s Today I want to talk to you about a foundation that fases me 1990: Almay 's Smart Shade If you follow me on Facebook, you'll know that I was invited
to the launch of Almay Pure Hypoallergenic in Mexico a few weeks ago Among the products of that line is this foundation that fell in love with me and I'll tell you why below: It's a broad spectrum base with FPS 15 and how innovative is that it adapts to your tone Does it sound utopian no? But Almay has
made it a reality thanks to its unique formula with Toon ID pigments complementing the unique tone of the complexion. The Smart Shade comes in three (3) universal shades: Light, Light Medium and Medium. It also has its anti-aging range, powder makeup and a concealer-reliever. Don't you know what
your tone is? Do not worry! See what's closest to your skin and that's it! Because this literal base adapts to your tone. When I opened the Smart Shade for testing, it became strange to me to come out white, but as I faded it started to look like my own skin but improved. So with this makeup there's no loss,
it's made to the tone of your skin, the real one, you don't see the mask effect at all.  Another advantage of this base, is that it moisturized your skin, gives it brightness and it's dad because you achieve a very natural look, probably it's a makeup that simultaneously covers some skin care needs. Now I
tell you what I noticed: I really liked the texture, it's light. The tone is PERFECT (believe me, I rarely said it) It has no flavor. It's hypoallergenic so we can all use it. It is white base with small colored dial. It has improved the benefits of a BB Cream but. I am fascinated by the sense of softness of my skin
with this base. It provides moisturising, but doesn't make you shine too brightly. What do you think? I'm in love with ❤ the price is reasonable for all the good points of this wonder you can find in supermarkets (about $230). I think it's an excellent choice, isn't it, girls? Comment on what you thought if
you've already used it or want to try it  Kiss hermos@s! ❤ Marly. Dermatologist Tested Flavor Free Hypoallergenic This is your skin tone, matching description Take the guesswork out of finding your foundation with this innovative formula that adapts to fit your skin tone—immediately! Details You can
forget the question, How can I what foundation color is right for my skin? Our liquid foundation formula instantly changes from a white cream to your ideal shade if you put it at all on—that's the magic of our technology! How does it work? Our Tonemimic™ technology uses small spheres that break open
and release pigment as you mix them over your skin You have all the control with this hypoallergenic makeup, we promise: natural-looking, dash-free, medium-cover foundation with a bright glow that builds, so you have the exact coverage you want from this liquid base We're on the lookout for your skin:
Smart Shade has SPF 15 broad-spectrum protection As always, dermatologist tested, Hypoallergenic, flavor free, clean, and cruelty available for free in 6 skin-tone-adjustment shades How to use it use your fingers to just dot on and blend Smart Shade Skintone Matching™ Makeup into your skin for
natural finish—that's it! Makeup artist tip: Place the points in the middle of your face and mix outwards to the edges for the smoothest finishing Reviews Q&amp;AD; A © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates - {{ review.alias }} No hay reseñas aún - {{ review.alias }} No hay reseñas aún 18-24 24 24
175cmHeight: 175cm / 5 ft 8 in 70kgWeight: 7 kg /154lbs US24 {{review.ageAnswer.value}} {{review.skinToneAnswer.value}} {{review.skinTypeAnswer.value}} {{review.skinTypeAnswer.value}}
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